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synopsis 
The investigation of the irreversible behaviour of an isolated spin system, under 

taken in a previous paper, is continued. The question is studied in how far and 
in which way the transverse magnetic moments have to be taken into account for a 
correct description of the long time behaviour of the spin system. All the results ob- 
tained previously for the longitudinal magnetic moment are reproduced under the 
condition that the perturbation is spherically symmetrical in space. 

In order to determine the time corrections on the long time behaviour a formal 
solution is derived for the correlation tensor, valid for all times. It is shown that in 
the limit t + 00 this expression yields a value, which is well in accordance with the 
predictions of microcanonical theory. In this connection the problem of the equiva- 
lence of the isolated and adiabatic susceptibilities is discussed. Furthermore, with the 
help of the formal solution for the correlation tensor, the line spectrum and line shapes 
are determined in parallel and perpendicular fields for several special cases. 

1. Introdzlction. In a previous paper, to be referred to hereafter as I, 

we have examined the long time approach of an isolated paramagnetic spin 

system to statistical equilibrium. It was studied under the assumption that 

the system could be macroscopically described by means of phase cells, 

characterized only by the macro energy and the z-component of the total 

magnetic moment. It was in fact found to be possible to give a simple 

description of the asymptotic behaviour of the longitudinal magnetic moment 

in the case of the presence of either a large constant magnetic field along 
the z-axis or a strong exchange interaction between the spin particles. This 

long time approach to equilibrium is governed by a master equation. 
It is known, however, from experience that the transverse magnetic 

moments are also macroscopic quantities. Our first aim is to investigate 

under which conditions and in what way these transverse magnetic moments 

should be taken into account in order to give a correct description of the 
asymptotic behaviour of the spin system. From our considerations it will 
follow that only for systems with strong exchange interaction the trans- 

verse moments are also slowly varying observables and accordingly the 
long time behaviour should in that case be described by means of phase 
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cells, which are characterized by the total energy and the three components 

of the total magnetization. 

The second purpose of this paper is to determine the time corrections 

on the asymptotic behaviour of the system. In order to do this an integral 

equation shall be derived, being valid for all positive times and giving rise 

to non-markovian effects in the approach of the spin system to statistical 
equilibrium. 

In section 2 the proper quantum-mechanical phase cells and macroscopic 

operators of the spin system are introduced. Section 3 treats the asymptotic 

behaviour of the correlation tensor in the case of strong exchange interaction. 

The method employed here is a natural extension of that in I. The results 

obtained there for the longitudinal magnetic moments are found again 

provided that the interaction is spherically symmetrical in space. Moreover, 

the result for the transverse magnetic moments is the same as that of Kubo 

and Tomi t a s), whose derivation is based on the mathematical assumption 

of the validity of the semi-invariant method. Section 4 is devoted to a 

derivation of a formal expression for the autocorrelation function, which is 

valid for all positive times. In section 5 it is established that the longitudinal 

magnetic moment approaches in the limit of t --f 00 a final value, which is 

well in accordance with the predictions of microcanonical theory, the mi- 

crocanonical distribution being taken for the total Hamiltonian. In this 

light the much discussed problem, which has recently been the subject of 

many authors 7, of the equivalence of the isolated and adiabatic suscepti- 

bility is rediscussed. Section 6 deals with the study of the formal expression 

for the autocorrelation function @33(t) in several limiting cases. Finally in 

the last section the corrections on the asymptotic behaviour of the trans- 

verse magnetic moments are treated. 

2. Macrosco+ic variables. The system to be considered here is the same 
isolated spin system as in I, consisting of identical paramagnetic ions of 

spins 8 arranged in a rigid lattice and placed in a constant external magnetic 
field H, the direction of which is taken to be the z-axis. Furthermore, the 

spins are again supposed to be interacting with each other by means of the 

dipole-dipole and exchange interaction. Our starting point is the relaxation 
tensor CD&) from the linear theory of Ku b o and Tom i t a, which describes 

the linear response of the i-th component of the total magnetic moment to 
the j-th component of a vanishing small field h, being suddenly switched 

off at t = 0. It reduces in the high temperature limit simply to the corre- 
lation tensor 

@V(t) = B(gPo)2 <W,(t)>> t > 0, (2.1) 

where St is the i-tk component of the total spin operator. Instead of 
considering the response of the system to the constant field h, one may also 
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as well study the linear behaviour in the presence of a small oscillating 
field h(t) = h cos cot with frequency CO. In this case the macroscopically 
measured value of the magnetization will be given by 

MB(t) - MiZ= i Jzj hij(cO) cos ot + $~(o) sin got}, (2.2) 
j=l 

where &(cu) and xIj( w are the real and imaginary part of the so-called r.f. ) 
susceptibility tensor &CO) 3 &.(o) - ~&CO). The above mentioned tensor 
is connected with the relaxation tensor in the following way 

x&4 = - s SQd@dT) e-_io, & 

. (2.3) 

0 

It should be noted from (2.3) that &.( o and &(o) are obviously related ) 
to each other by the Kramers-Kronig relations. 

The remaining part of this section will be devoted to the investigation 
under which suitable conditions the components of the total magnetic 
moment are slowly varying quantities. As has been shown in I the longitu- 
dinal magnetic moment Ma is a slowly varying observable provided that 
the unperturbed Hamiltonian #a, defined as 

so==@,+s1, (2.4 

is large compared to the non-secular term Xrr. We shall henceforth confine 
ourselves to this case. In a good approximation the macro energy of the 
spin system can then be represented by %a. Since %a and Ss are commuting 
operators, they can be diagonalized simultaneously 

X0 lEssa> = E IEs3c+ 

S3 lEssa> = s3 1Es3a> 
(2.5) 

where E, s3, oz are a complete set of discrete quantum numbers. In case there 
are no other slowly varying observables than the macro energy and the 
longitudinal magnetization, the quantummechanical phase cell is charac- 
terized by (E, s3) and consists of the linear subspace of the Hilbert space, 
spanned by all the eigenfunctions belonging to definite eigenvalues E and 
ss respectively of the operators Z’O and Ss. In the following this cell will 
be called for convenience a macro cell. In terms of it the long time behaviour 
of Ss was analysed in I. 

We shall now examine to what extent Si and Ss have to be taken into 
account in order to construct the correct phase cell. For that purpose the 
secular part of the interaction Hamiltonian Xr may be conveniently split 
in the following form, as can readily be seen from the explicit expression 
for the dipole-dipole and exchange interaction. 
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with 

9?$” = C a&j * Sk, 
i#k 

#(') = 2 bjkSf&k& I 
ifk 

(2.7) 

In formula (2.7) ajk and bjk are coefficients, which depend only on the 

relative positions of the ions. Let us now consider Sr for example. Sa can 

be studied in a similar way. The changes of the quantity Sr occur in several 

ways. 

In the first place Sr changes in time by transitions between the macro 
cells with different sa. These changes are caused by the non-secular part 

of the Hamiltonian; consequently they will be slow in case that the un- 

perturbed Hamiltonian %a is large. 

Secondly, owing to the secular term there are also transitions between 
the macro cells with equal ss. Since Sr commutes with the exchange type 

interaction &‘y), the rate of change of Sr owing to these transitions will 

be slow provided the Ising term Zi”’ is weak compared to the exchange. 

It is to be noted that the Zeeman term does not play any role here, because 

these processes occur in a “shell” in the Hilbert space with constant sa. 

On the other hand, in the absence of a strong exchange type interaction 

Sr approaches very rapidly its equilibrium value. Hence, in this case we 

don’t need to subdivide the macro cells by Si and consequently the descrip- 

tion given in I will be correct. In order to determine the behaviour of Sr itself, 

however, we have to know the evolution of the system as a function of time 

more precisely than merely in terms of phase cells, characterized by a few 

number of macro observables. 

Thirdly, the Zeeman energy causes also variations of the quantity Si, 
which will be very rapid in case that the magnetic field H is sufficiently 

large. These variations in particular, however, are of a reversible character 
and can readily be taken into account as will be seen in detail in the next 

section. 
From the preceding considerations one may conclude that in the pre- 

sence of a strong exchange type interaction the macro cells have to be 

further subdivided by the transverse magnetic moments in order to get 
the right phase cell. As a matter of fact it will be supposed in addition, that 
there are no other slowly varying observables. The construction of the phase 

cells in this case runs as follows. 

With any measurement of .Sg is involved an experimental inaccuracy A&. 
Let &St denote the quantum-mechanical incertainty of Si. Then these quan- 
tities satisfy the inequality 

SSz.6Sj < ASt.AS3 (2.8) 

in case the experimental inaccuracies ASi are large compared to the distance 
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between two successive eigenvalues of &, that is 

which is indeed easily fulfilled in the experiments, since the total number 
of spin particles in the system is very large. The meaning of the condition 
(2.8) is that the quantum-mechanical incertainties are negligible compared 
to the experimental ones, which implies that these quantities may be treated 
as classical. From the property 

[S& ti$$] = 0 for all i 

it follows that in a representation, in which %il’ is diagonal, there are no 
non-zero matrix elements of SC connecting states with different eigenvalues 
E, of the operator &‘, . (‘) Hence we may confine ourselves to the linear 
subspace of the Hilbert space belonging to a definite E,. As a result of the 
condition (2.8) the operators St can be truncated in this subspace in a simi- 
lar way as was done by van K am pen 4) into the corresponding coarse 
grained operators, designated by & and which are simultaneously diagonal. 
Thus 

& I&&)~> = Sa I&{~~)~> 

sil’ ]&{&)a> = E, I&{&}cr> 
(2.9) 

where Ee, {Sk} = SI, ~2, S3 and CL are a complete set of discrete quantum num- 
bers and the eigenstates IE,{~fi}a> are orthonormal 

(2.10) 

It should be ‘emphasized that for a description of the macroscopic behaviour 
of the total magnetic moment one may of course use the truncated opera- 
tors SC as well as St. The quantum-mechanical phase cell is now charac- 
terized by (Ee, {&}) an consists of the whole set of eigenfunctions (2.9) d 
belonging to definite eigenvalues E, and {&} of the operators Zf’ and {Sk}. 
We note that instead of macro energy, represented in this case in a good 
approximation by 

Z) = 8, + Xii’, 

we have used the eigenvalue E, of Xil). 

(2.11) 

3. The asympotic behaviow of the correlation tensor. This section is de- 
voted to the determination of the correlation tensor for asymptotic long 
times in the presence of a strong exchange type interaction. The changes 
of the correlation tensor are the result of the approach of the spin system to 
statistical equilibrium caused by transitions between the phase cells (Ee, 
{ok}), which have been introduced in the previous section. This tensor will 
be studied again by means of a many particle perturbation treatment. 
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In order to expand the correlation tensor into a perturbation series, the 

Hamiltonian of the system may be written in the following form 

%=&&)fV, (3.1) 

where the unperturbed Hamiltonian 20 is defined by (2.11) and V, being 

the perturbation, is given by 

V = C@’ + #rr. (3.2) 

The physical meaning of the decomposition (3.2) is quite obvious. The 

transitions between the phase cells (Ee, {Sk}) are caused by the perturbation 

V, while $?e describes in a good approximation the macro energy. 

The expansion of Q(T) in powers of V is readily found by iteration. It 

is (cf. Kubo and Tomita l.c.) 

with 

<[sy(t); W(h), w(t2), . ..) vyt,)], sj>> 

Sil)(t) = ei?ot/tr Sr e-Gditt, 

VW(t) = ei.Zd/h j7 e-&d/h. 

P-3) 

(3.4) 

Using the well-known commutation relations 

II.%, S2] = i.93, [Sz, S3] = is1, [S3, Sl] = is2 

we may write for Sl”(t) 

Sjl)(t) = Si cos c0~t + Ss sin OLD , 

Sp’(t) = Ss cos wit - Sr sin co&, (3.5) 

$1’(t) = s3, 

in which formula WL= gpoH/B is the Larmor frequency. With the aid of 
(3.5) it is now possible to separate the rapid variations of Si and Ss due to 

the Zeeman energy from the slowly varying irreversible changes. For, from 
this expression it is seen that one may confine oneself to the study of the 
behaviour of the following tensor 

a%; V'(l)(h),..., vyt,)], .sj>>. (3.6) 
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The expressions (3.3) and (3.6) are simply related to each other by 

For the 
St as well 
should be 

description of the macroscopic behaviour of q)u(t) one may use 
as the corresponding coarse g-rained operators $. However, it 
stressed that in the Schrijdinger equation itself and as a conse- 

quence also in the exponentials of (3.4) Ss may not be replaced by &. The 
trace in (3.6) can then be written out in the representation, in which #jl’ 
and & are simultaneously diagonal. One obtains 

@I.#) = wj(t) cm d + p2j(t) Sin 4, 

@2j(4 = v25(t) co3 & - ~(4 Sin wt, (3.7) 

@33(t) = 93h). 

with 

(3.8) 

P-9) 

We shall use the well-known decomposition of the perturbation V into 

V = z V,, (3.10) 
7n 

where V, has the property 

[S3, Vml = mVn&. (3.11) 

The explicit expression for Vm is given by 

VI-J = %p’, 

Vl = v+_, = * zz Cjk(.%+&3+S~3Sk+)> 
i#k 

v’z = v+_, = x d s s 

iZk ” I+ k+’ 

(3.12) 

In formula (3.12) VA denotes the Hermitian conjugate of V, and Cjk and djk 
are functions only of the relative positions of the ions. 

The calculations in I of the asymptotic behaviour of the longitudinal 
magnetic moment in terms of the macro cells can now readily be extended 
in order to evaluate (3.8). It is easily seen that the term n = 1 in (3.8) re- 
duces simply to zero. 

Let us examine the second order term of (3.9). Application of (3.10) and 
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(3.11) gives 

T~)(Ee{&}jt) = - +Jzl,rjl& r, e-iwSmd~+matn) 
?nl, ma 

0 0 

T Gwk}4 KS; q(h - tz), Vma]2 p&?{Sk}cz>, (3.13) 

where 
J7:+, = ei.WIWl v, e-i.zWT/A_ (3.14) 

The terms on the right hand side of (3.13) with ml + 

out explicitly in the representation IE,{sk$z> 

t 71’ 

- ; j& j-kX_~ - sz’) C Z W&&l 
m a,a’ 

0 0 

cos (&?--E;--m~m)~l ( A > 
, 

ms = 0 may be written 

where the new variables 7; = tr, ~1 = tl - tz, have been introduced. 

Since the total number of spins N is very large, we may restrict ourselves 

to times, which are much smaller than A/dE,, where dE, indicates the order 

of the distance between two successive eigenvalues of 2&f’ and which is pro- 

portional to N-r. Moreover, since we will be concerned in this section with 

times of the order of the relaxation times T, of the system, the upper limit 

of the integration variable ~1 in (3.15) may be taken co, provided that 

IT,/ >> WEr. 

Here 6E1 denotes an interval over which the variations of 

(3.16) 

with E, and EL are small. Equation (3.16) implies the existence of two time 

scalesA/6Er and Tn, which are well separated from each other. This is inti- 

mately connected with the requirement that there should be a sharp dis- 
tinction between rapidly and slowly varying quantities. The characteristic 
time W/dEl indicates how fast the system tends to local equilibrium; con- 

sequently after a lapse of this time all other physical quantities than the 

slowly varying ones may be supposed to be in equilibrium. The condition 
(3.16) states that Fzi/dE~ has to be much shorter than Tn, being the charac- 
teristic times in which the slowly varying quantities reach their equilibrium 
values. This is indeed satisfied under the condition that the exchange 
interaction is large. compared to the dipole-dipole interaction, which is 

precisely the case we are studying here. 
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As a result of the asymptotic time integration the expression (3.15) re- 
duces to 

--t z (G - s;, z &-,/, m*or. Z I <&{&}a/ VV~S IEL {G)a’) 12/%. (3.17) 
E.‘, &‘I m cc, a’ 

Equation (3.17) allows a simple interpretation. It describes the irreversible 
changes of the quantity & due to transitions between the phase cells and 
which are characterized by the transition probability per unit time 

a~,I<Ee{~k}al v776l E&}a’>12. (3.18) 

Here p(EL, (31)) is the total number of eigenstates IEL{Si}a’> in the phase 
celI (EL, {si}). We note that in view of the b-function in (3.18) the macro 

energy .%?e is conserved with these transitions. 
Similarly, the terms in (3.13) with ml + ms # 0 lead for times much 

larger than R/&?i, to 

- x J dTi exp [--i(mi+ms)w~~i] YdTi eimawLT1 
ml, ?nP 0 
m1+ms20 % <Ee(Sk}al “[St; J%,‘(Tl), ~m,121~e{~k}a>/~2. (3.19) 

The contribution (3.19) can be neglected because of the rapidly varying 
exponentials exp [-i(mr + ms)w&j, provided that 

IT?4 B @. (3.20) 

Hence, under the conditions (3.16) and (3.20) the 2-nd order term of (3.9) 
reduces simply to (3.17) . 

Subsequently the general order term of (3.9).can be studied in a similar 
way as has been done in I. The random phase assumptions of the matrix 
elements of the perturbation are now however supposed to be valid in the 
representation JEe{Sk}a>. Inserting the result into (3.8) one obtains 

where the matrix 9 is of the form 

Obviously, from (3.21) we see that the long-time behaviour of the macrosco- 
pic system is described by a markovian process. 

The expression (3.21) can now be simplified with the aid of a linearity 
condition. Since the external field h is small, one may namely suppose that 
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the system is not far from statistical equilibrium. Consequently the following 
expression can be expanded to linear order in the deviation of the macros- 
copic quantities {&} from their equilibrium values 

3 

2 s, &%{~,}W(~~}) = IX Gj(s; - cl>, (3.23) . %, {sk) Z=l 

where cl is given by the microcanonical average <&>gO with respect to 

the unperturbed Hamiltonian 20. 
Hereafter we shall frequently use 

(3.24) 

where the physical quantities A, B and 20 fulfil 

<A) = @B = <<%>> = 0. 

The relation (3.24) is proved with the help of statistical mechanics of equili- 
brium processes in the same way as has been done in the appendix of I for 

(3.25) 

where (S~>E designates the microcanonical average with respect to tie. 
Equation (3.21) reduces with the aid of the linearity condition (3.23) 

and the relation (3.24) to 

VU(~) = BboJ2 [<G&$ f% + (<S,ZB - <(<SS>>~>) (e-nhl. (3.26) 

Moreover, the matrix. elemkts Fgj can be found after some manipulations 
from (3.23) by multiplying with S&E:, ($1) and summing over E: and 
{ilk.}. The result is 

co 

s 
d7 c, USa; V:‘(T), 1/',]2 s,>>. (3.27) 

112 
0 

Here we have again neglected the dependence of r, on EL. It can now be 
shown from (3.27) that the following matrix elements of F, are zero. 

r13 = r31 = r23 = r32 = 0. (3.28) 

This means that the behaviour of the longitudinal magnetic moment is 
independent of the transverse moments under the conditions (3.16) and 
(3.20) 

Although the matrix Tt5 is not symmetrical, it can be diagonalized. With 
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this equation (3.26) reduces to 

vii(t) = g722(4 = *B(gp0)2 <S$ [e+Qt + e-@I, 

W2(4 = -V21(t) = +~(g/40)2 ((Sf)) [e--Yll - e--Yat], (3.29) 

v33(4 = B(gpo)2 [<(S3$$ + (<<St>> - <<S3>fo>>) e+l. 

The remaining matrix elements of the tensor v&) are zero. The relaxation 
constants ye are given by 

YI = YdT US+; v(l)(~), v12S-~/~2G+S->, 

~2 =6dT <[S--i J’(l)(,), v],s+>>/h2<s+s->>, (3.30) 

Y3 =0.dT <[s3; v”‘(T), v]2s3>>/h2 (((S;>-<<<c.53>$$). 

Here we have used the notation S* = Si f is2 and applied the relation 
(3.24). Moreover, in (3.29) and (3.30) the coarse grained operators {Sk} 
have been replaced by their corresponding operators {Sk}. Since the Ising 
term in .%?o is much smaller than the exchange term, we see from (3.29) 
that the outcome for the autocorrelation function @33(t) is well in accordance 
with that found in I, which was to be expected on account of the indepen- 
dence of the behaviour of the longitudinal and transverse magnetic mo- 
ments, expressed by (3.28). 

Combining (3.29) with (2.3) and (3.7) we find immediately for the sus- 
ceptibility tensor 

iOX 
x11(0) = x22(4 = x0 - 2 

[ 

1 1 

+--w4+y2 
+ 1 i(o+u)+yl ’ 

x12(4 = -_x21(0) = - T 
1 

1 1 

G--d+y2 - i(cofw)+y1 1 , (3.31) 

x33(cfJ) = B(g~o)2 (<Q - <<S3>fo>>) i. 7 y3 . 

The result for xii(o) is not new. It describes the well-known exchange 
narrowing phenomenon and was among others found by Ku bo and Tomi- 
t a. From (3.31) we see that the absorption lines in perpendicular fields, 
which are represented by the imaginary part of xii(o) are Lorentz curves. 
They are broadened by Re ye and shifted by Im yc due to the perturbation V. 
As a result, the condition (3.20) for the validity of the expression (3.31) 
implies that the widths and shifts of the absorption lines should be much 
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smaller than the Larmor frequency, that is the field H must be strong. If, 

on the other hand, the field is so weak that coz is no longer much larger 

than ]rs], one may not neglect the contribution (3.19). In particular, at 

H = 0 one finds that (3.19) becomes proportional to t and must therefore 

be added to rgj. The matrix r, is then given by 

As a result we now obtain 

p)u(t) = ; Q i) e-_yr.‘t, (3.33) 
n=l 

where r& designate the eigenvalues of the matrix (3.32), which are in general 

different from each other. The constants ci~ j) can in principle be determined 

from the diagonalization of (3.32). 

Thus the behaviour of the three components of the magnetic moment will 

in general not be independent. From (3.32), however, we obtain for the 

special case that the perturbation V is spherically symmetrical in space, 

only one relaxation time and accordingly qqj(t) reduces simply to 

with 

w5(t) = B(sp0)2 W$ 685 e-yt (3.34) 

In addition, it follows that in this case equation (3.29) will also be valid 

for all fields H. Henceforth we shall confine ourselves to this case and conse- 

quently the longitudinal and transverse magnetic moments may be treated 

separately. 

In conclusion it should be noted that the so-called 10/3 effect in perpendi- 

cular fields, which is the increase of the line width Re yt (with i = 1, 2) with 

decreasing field H and the Kronig-Bouwkamp effect in parallel fields, which 

is the increase of the relaxation constant ys with decreasing field H, are 

essentially the same effects. It can easily be seen namely from the preceding 

treatment that they are the result of the irreversible changes of the ma- 
croscopic quantities of the system, which are caused by transitions be- 
tween the phase cells with different longitudinal magnetic moments. 

4. The integral equation. Up to now we have studied the long time be- 
haviour of the total magnetic moment. We now want to derive a formal 

expression for the correlation tensor, which should be valid for all positive 
times. In this and the next two sections we will be concerned only with the 
behaviour in parallel fields, that is, with the dependence of the autocorre- 

lation function @33(t) on t. Since the longitudinal and transverse magnetic 
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moments may be treated separately, we can, in order to determine the 

behaviour of the longitudinal magnetic moment, go back to the following 

expression, which is obtained with the aid of the assumption of randomly 

varying phases of the matrix elements of the non-secular perturbation #‘II 

where 

@33(t) = B(g/@l)3 z S3@S3~l .73(t) IBS3@>, (4.1) 
E, ss, a 

t 71’ 7’n-1-Tn-1 7”’ 

<Es3al S3(t) IEs3a) = 

0 0 0 0 

<Bs3ml [S3; s;r(Tn), ~II]I x&(~n-I), *II]B ...12n,d 1~5s~~) (4.2) 

with 

&I(T) = 
eitiOrIR *II e-i.W~~Ifi_ 

(4.3) 

In equation (4.2) the subscript d means the diagonal part of the operator 

between the brackets in the representation IEs3a). 

In order to write (4.2) more conveniently we shall use the following 

mathematical device. The usual quantum-mechanical operators, which are 

diagonal in the representation [Es3a>, may be regarded as constituting 

themselves a linear space. The scalar product of two elements A and B of 

this “operator space” is defined by 

(A:B) 3 Tr A+B/Tr 1, 

where A+ means the Hermitian conjugate of A. We introduce a linear ope- 

rator f(7), which acts in this operator space and is defined by 

<Es~cc\ PA IE’sja’) = d,y,&,s,&a~ 

<Es34 [A ; &I(T), =@1112 IJQ~~>/~~. (4.4) 

Obviously, aCCOrding t0 (4.4) f(T)A is again an element of this space. 

With the aid of this definition the expression (4.2) can be written as 

{.?3(t)}d =E!- l)ni dTii’dTI ...T’r’ -Tni~hyi~n 

f(Tl> f(72) . . . f(%) s3.O 

0 

(4.5) 

In differentiating formula (4.5) with respect to t, we obtain the linear inte- 

gral equation 

; {S3(4}d = - j”T f(T) {S3(t - T)}d (4.6) 
0 

with the initial condition {S3(0)}d = S3. The integral equation can now 
readily be solved in a formal way by Laplace transformation, Inserting 
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the result into (4.1) we obtain 

i,,(fJ, = B(gpo)2 s3, 1 

1 

f(P) + fJ s3 > Rep 20, (4.7) 

where the quantities &s(p) and f(p) are the Laplace transforms of @as(t) 

and f(t) respectively 

&s(p) = ydt eept &s(t), 
0 

p(e) =Jmdi eept f(t). 

Rep>0 (4.8) 

The solution (4.7) can of course also be found directly in applying Laplace 

transformation to (4.5). 

In particular, the result obtained previously in I for asymptotic large 

times can readily be found back from (4.7) by replacing in it the operator 

f(t) by fA(O), which is equivalent to the asymptotic time integration pre- 

viously used. Indeed, as a result of this approximation equation (4.7) re- 

duces to 

G33($) = p(gpo>2 [ (OBa(S3h) + (S3J ““‘,ymgJ <-53)-d 1, (4*9) 

where in addition we have made use of the second random phase assumption 

with respect to the microscopic quantum numbers a and the linearity con- 

dition, given in I. In (4.9) TV is the spin-spin relaxation time, given by I(3.25). 

5. The equivalence between adiabatic and isolated susce+tibility. We shall 

now investigate more accurately the autocorrelation function @33(t) in the 

limit of t --f co. Previously this has already been studied, but only after 

the application of the asymptotic time integration. It should be remarked 

that obviously in this approximation @33(t) tends to a final value, which 

is in accordance with the microcanonical theory, the microcanonical dis- 

tribution being taken for the unperturbed Hamiltonian 80. 

In view of (4.8) the limiting value of @33(t) can also be written as 

lim @33(t) = lim 433(fj). (5.1) 
t-ma p-+0 

In order to determine this expression we shall make use of the following 

expansion of the resolvent operator (f(;6) + p)-i 

(5.2) 
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Furthermore, we have the property 

lim P 

p++ 0 f(O) +fi 
A = <A>& (5.3) 

which is equivalent with the statement that A must approach its micro- 
canonical average with respect to the unperturbed Hamiltonian .%a. This 
follows from the irreducibility of the matrix 8, defined in I, in the subspace 
of the Hilbert space spanned by all the eigenfunctions IEsscr> with definite 
eigenvalue of &‘e. With the help of (5.2) and (5.3) we obtain 

lim @33(fi) = B(gp0)2 S3, <S~>E - (- 
P-+0 ( 1 

(;y <s3>&3, + 

(%( + <S3)+JE + . . .}). (5.4) 

This expression can be simplified considerably by the repeated use of the 
relation (3.24) into 

lim Pi33($) = By 
(S3, so)2 

(20, X0) + (20, !@ ieo) * 

(5.5) 
lJ++ 0 

dP 

The quantities on the right hand side of equation (5.5) can now be evaluated 
explicitly. Thus we find 

lim Jo *33(P) = H2 +H;H1 X0, 
p++ 0 z 

(5.6) 

where the internal field Ht is defined in the following way 

PC = 9Hi2, 88C + PC, 12. 8*C’ 

with 

?P: 880 = Tr X&~O)~ Tr Si, 

PC, 12. 880 = Tr &‘&/(gp,-,)s Tr S$ 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

This result enables us to red&cuss the question of the equivalence be- 
tween the adiabatic susceptibility calculated in a thermodynamical way 
and the so-called isolated susceptibility. The latter is defined as the rate 
of change of the longitudinal magnetization in an isolated spin system 
owing to a sufficiently slow variation of the magnetic field along the z- 
axis. The rate of change should be calculated in a dynamical way. As a 
result, we may take the real part of xss(c0) at co = 0 as an appropriate de- 
finition of the isolated susceptibility, denoted by xis. This reduces with the 
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aid of (2.3) and (5.6) readily to 

xis = x33(0) = 
&H,z 

H2 + $H? “- 

The expression (5.9) is indeed the same result as that obtained from the 
definition of the adiabatic susceptibility. 

On the other hand most authors have used previously for the definition 
of the isolated susceptibility 

(5.10) 

in which % and En are the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the total Hamil- 
tonian. This expression is found by means of the adiabatic theorem of 
Ehrenfest. One supposes that the magnetic field is varied so slowly that 
no transitions are induced and consequently the system being in a definite 
eigenstate shall remain in it. Ehrenfest’s theorem is valid under the con- 
dition that the time characterizing the rate of change of the magnetic field 
is much larger than the time 70 = A/dE, where 6E is the order of the dis- 
tance between two neighbouring energy levels. Since, however, 6E is pro- 
portional to N- 1, this condition cannot be in practice fulfilled in general 
for large spin systems. In fact, we see from our treatment of the autocorre- 
lation function that we even have restricted ourselves to times much smaller 
than 70. This corresponds physically to allowing transitions between the 
eigenstates in an energy shell E with an experimental inaccuracy A,??;, 
which are caused by the non-secular perturbation. Accordingly this leads 
us to take eventually as a possible definition for the isolated susceptibility 

(5.11) 

instead of (5.10). In equation (5.11) B are the eigenvalues of the coarse 

grained operator 2 of the total Hamiltonian Z, which commutes with 
33. Furthermore pg is the number of eigenstates between ,?? and .?? + Al? 
and (53)~ designates the microcanonical average of sa with respect to the 
total Hamiltonian, which implies that we have averaged the macro ob- 
servable sa over all the eigenstates in the energy shell between ,!? and B + 
+ A,!i?. As a matter of fact recently Y amamo t o 3) has used a similar de- 
finition, although his arguments in introducing the idea of an approximate 
Hamiltonian with negligible perturbations are not clear. 

The proof of the equivalence between (5.11) and (5.9) can readily be 
carried out. As can readily be shown, expression (5.11) reduces in the limit 
of high temperatures to 

(5.12) 
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With the aid of the relation 

(5.13) 

which can be proved in a similar way as has been done in I for (3.22) l.c., 
one indeed finds for (5.12) 

(5.14) 

According to (5.11) we may conclude that the final value reached by the 
autocorrelation function @sa(t) is we11 in accordance with the expectation 
that the system should tend to the microcanonical equilibrium with respect 
to the total Hamiltonian. 

It should be emphasized that in deriving (3.25) and (5.13) we have sup- 
posed that the (coarse grained) microcanonical averages are differentiable 
functions respectively of the unperturbed and the total energy. Owing to 
the coarse graining, however, these assumptions are much weaker than the 
requirement of C aspers 3) and Rosenf eld 3) that the diagonal elements 
of Ss in the representation of the total Hamiltonian constitute differentiable 
functions of the total energy. 

6. Calculation of the line .+ectrwn in parallel fields in several special cases. 
The discussion in this section is also based on the expansion (5.2) of the 
resolvent operator (f(p) + $))-I which has already been used in the previous 
section. The quantity (A, &)B) may also be written in the following form 
with the aid of (3.10) and (3.11) 

(A, f(p)B) = Z Td7 e--(P+imlUL)T (A, f,&+) (6-l) 
ml, ma 0 
ml+mr=O 

with 

(A, fm1,,(7)B) = ((A+[B; eiJP”” V,, e-iX17’h, V,,]s>>/As. (6.2) 

According to (6.1) the spectrum of [A, @)B) exhibits peaks at f iw~ and 
f 2io~. Moreover, from (6.1) we see that the following condition is ful- 
filled, since we have confined ourselves to systems where there are present 
either a large magnetic field H or a strong exchange interaction 

I(AJ {f(P)-f(O)1 B)I <IV, m) + Pm (6.3) 

As a consequence we may keep in a good approximation only the first 
two terms in the expansion (5.2) with which the corrections on the asymp- 
totic behaviour of the autocorrelation function can be studied. With the 
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aid of the linearity condition this reduces to 

(6.4) 

This expression can now be simplified considerably in two cases. 

In the first place when the magnetic field H is zero we have in view of 

the relation (3.25) 

&33(P) 1 
p= 

P + l/n [ 

1 + 60) - S(P) 

x0 1 p+l/% ’ 
(6.5) 

where Z$) is defined by 

J+P, = 653, f(P)S3)/(S3, S3). (6.6) 

We note that here in the case of zero field H one has F(O) = l/~~. It need 

of course not be said that the result (6.5) is anly valid in the presence of 

rather strong exchange interaction. The two terms between the brackets in 

(6.5) may now be thought of being the first two terms of a geometric series 

and consequently owing to the condition (6.3) equation (6.5) can well be 

approximated by 

$33(P) 1 
----= (6.7) 

X0 P + 8(P) l 
With the help of (2.3) and (6.7) we obtain immediately for the real and 
imaginary part of the r.f. susceptibility 

XL(W) Res(iw) 
PC 

WXO {Re >(io)}s + {o + Im $(iw)}s 

A@) _ , o{co + Im &o)) 

8 

(6.8) 

X0 
1 

(Re I?(&)}2 + {CU + Im &iw)}s * 

The computation of (Ss, /(T)S 3 1s in general impossible. One may however ) . 
for simplicity assume that this function has a Gaussian shape, in which 
approximation it is fully determined by the first two even moments of it. 

So we find 

(s3, f(T)S3)/(S3, s3) = <V2> eXp 
( 

- <y4> T2 
2<+> > 

. (6.9) 

Here (vs> and <v4> denote the 2-nd and 4-th moments respectively and 
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are defined by 

<y2> = - Tr [.53, *II][s3, 2’II]/WTr S;, 

<y4> = Tr [Ss; *II, ~O]Z [S3; *II, Zo13/A4Tr $, 

(6.10) 

where only the latter expression depends on the exchange interaction. It 
need not be said that in general one has to be very careful in making this 
Gaussian assumption. A direct check for this should be the calculation of the 
642 moment. 

In order to analyse their experiments at H = 0, Lecher and Gorter 5) 
have recently introduced phenomenologically a mixed curve for &(co), 
consisting of a product of a Lorentzian and Gaussian function, that is 

x&4 p’ exp ( -c+&o~) 
-= 

“X0 1 + psws 

with 

(6.11) 

p’ = p/(exp “2) Erfc a 

Erfc a = 2 
s 

(exp - 62) d5. 

m 

In (6.11) a and p are parameters, which can be determined with the aid of 
the 2-nd and 4-th moments of the expression (6.11). These moments are 
given by 

<+> = (B - l)/p2, 

<Y4>/<Y2>2 = (1 + B(Qam2- l)}/(B- 1)2, 
(6.12) 

in which 
B = {cm* (exp a2) Erfc a}-1. 

For moderately strong exchange the mixed curve (6.11) can be found from 

(6.8), if we replace &iw) by s(O) in the denominators of (6.8), which is 
allowed because the width of the Lorentzian curve is much smaller than 
that of the Gaussian one owing to the presence of the strong exchange in- 
teraction. With this we obtain in view of (6.9) 

x;3w 7g exp (- w~<Y~>/~<Y~>) 
---= 

1 + T2W2 , 
w!o 

xirs(w) 

1 -2w78c cw iggp 

-= 
1 + T2W2 

, 
X0 8 

(6.13) 

in which C(X) = (exp -x2) i (exp 5s)dt. It should be noted that the real 
0 
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and imaginary part of the r.f. susceptibility from (6.8) are connected with 

each other by the Kramers-Kronig relations, whereas this is not the case 

with (6.13). Furthermore the parameters cc and p, determined by means 

of (6.13), are identical to those given by the expression (6.12) in the limit 

of small CL, which corresponds to the case of strong exchange. 

The second case where formula (6.4) can be simplified is when the inter- 

val, in which g(p) is considerable, can well be distinguished from the region, 

which is described by the long time behaviour of @a&). From the experi- 

mental point of view this corresponds to the situation in which the resonance 

bands can well be separated from the low frequency band. It will be r&.lized 

under the conditions 

11% < w.L; (dw), Q WL (6.14) 

that is, for sufficiently high fields H. In (6.14) (Ao)~ denotes the half width 

of fim(fi), where the latter is defined by 

;,,&I) = ;dT e--(P+imOL)i (S3, f,, _&)S3)/(S3, S3). (6.15) 
0 

Under the condition (6.14) equation (6.4) reduces simply to 

-= HZ 

X0 Hz+ *Hz, BBC ( 

1H2 z i, 12. 880 
’ - H2+4H:,sec fi > 

‘+ 
BHi, 8ec 1 + 

H2 +&Hi2, set P+ l/78 

(6.16) 

where we have made use of the relation (3.25). With the aid of (2.3) and 

(6.16) one finds readily for the r.f. susceptibility 

We see from (6,17) that the first two terms on the right hand side of it, 
which are the only contributions to the final value of x33(w) for cr) --f 0, is 
well in agreement with the general result (5.9). Furthermore, the third 

term in (6.17) represents the low frequency band, while the last term des- 
cribes the absorption in parallel fields at the Larmor frequency and at 

twice that frequency. The calculation of the function (Ss, j~,-n2(~)Ss) is in 
general impossible. Similar to the case of (Sa, f(~)S3) we may also suppose 
here for simplicity a Gaussian shape for them. As a result, one needs only 
to compute the first two moments of these functions, which as a matter 
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of fact have already been done independently by Caspers 6) and Hung 
Ch eng 7) for several simple lattices. 

7. Analysis of the behaviour in perfiendicular fields. The method em- 
ployed in the preceding sections can easily be extended in order to describe 
the behaviour of the transverse magnetic moments. In this case the Ha- 

miltonian is split according to (3.1) into an unperturbed part .%%a and a 
perturbation V defined respectively by (2.11) and (3.2). We may now in- 
troduce in a similar way as in section 4 formally a linear operator g(~) 
defined by 

[A ; V$(T~ V-42 I&{%}a>/62. (7.1) 

Here A is an arbitrary operator, which is diagonal in the representation 
IEe{Sk}a>. As a result, we obtain for the formal solution of QI&) (with i, j = 
= 1, 2) in terms of Laplace transforms 

(7.2) 

In formula (7.2) &(fi) and &J) are the Laplace transforms of v&) and 
g(t) respectively. The expression (7.2) reduces readily to the old result of 
section 3, if we replace g(p) by $(O) together with the application of the 
linearity condition (3.23). It is furthermore also possible to determine the 
limiting value of v&!) for t --f 00, for which we find that it vanishes. This is 
obviously in agreement with the establishment of microcanonical equili- 
brium with respect to the total Hamiltonian. 

In order to evaluate the corrections on the asymptotic behaviour, equ- 
ation (7.2) can be approximated by the first two terms of an expansion 
similar to (5.2) of the resolvent operator (&)+fi)-1 owing to the presence 
of the strong exchange interaction. With the aid of this approximation we 
find for the r.f. susceptibility tensor xg,(co) (i, j = 1, 2) 

x11(0) X22(0) -: -:I- 
iw/2 

i(o--0L)+y2 

1 + e-co)-e-(+-w)) _ 

X0 X0 i(a)-%) + 72 1 
&J/2 

- 
go + w) + y1 1 

1 + ~+(o,-e+(++m,, 

i(o + w)+yl 1 ’ (7.3) 
x12(4 x21(4 mo/2 -_-- = --=- 

i(w--oL)+y2 [ 
1 + e-(o,-~-(q~-w,) + 

X0 X0 qm--w&)+y2 1 
+ 42 

i(w + w)+Yl [ 
1 + G+(O)--C+(++w)> 1 qw+w)+yl ’ 
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in which formula G*((p) are given by YdT emP’(S,, &)S,)/(S+, S-), which 
0 

in view of (3.10) and (3.11) can also be written as 

(7.4) 

with 

G$(T) = Tr [S,; V:)(T), V-,]sS# Tr S+S_. 

We note from (7.4) by comparing it with (3.30) that yl = G+(O) and y2 = 

= G-(O). On account of the smallness of the second term between the 

brackets on the right hand side of (7.3) we may again as in the previous 
section write instead of (7.3) 

x11(w) io/2 io/2 
~ = 

X0 l - i(o.MowL)+e-(i(co-~,)) - i(W+WL)+e+(i(Cc)+co~)) 
(7.5) 

x12(m) w/2 WI2 ------= - 
X0 i(C0-c0~)+e-(+-,,)) + ++~L)+G+(i(~+~L)) * 

In particular, we see from (7.5) that the real and imaginary part of x11(0) 

are given by 

*&) _ Q 
[ 

Re G-(i(o--0~)) 

%UJ {o--wL+Im G-(i(o-mL)))s+{Re G-(i(,---,,))}s + 

+ 
Re G+(i(o+w~)) 

(w+wL+Im G+(++oL))}2+{Re G+(+J+cu))}~ 1 (7.6) Xilb) l-T_ [ o--oL+Im G-(i(w--wL)) 
p= 

X0 2 {o--wL+Im G-(i(o--L))}s+{Re G-(i(~~-ti~))}s ’ 

+ 
w+coL+Im G+(i(o+w~)) 

{o+oL+Im G+(i(w+wL))}2+{Re G+(~(cB+cBL))}~ 1 * 
According to equation (7.4) the spectrum of G*(p) possesses peaks at the 
points imw~ with m = 0, f 1, &2. Hence the function x;r(~) from (7.6) 

exhibits main lines at &WL and furthermore weak satellite lines at the 

frequencies 0 and f 20~. 
In order to calculate G;(T) we may again suppose for simplicity a Gaus- 

sian shape for the functions so that one needs only to evaluate explicitly 
the first two even moments of them. Furthermore, it is again allowed owing 
to the presence of the strong exchange interaction to replace in the deno- 
minators in (7.6) Gf(i(o f WL)) by G*(O). In doing so, equation (7.6) re- 
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duces to 

---=i ; cm xx4 exp {-&(~+_(m- ~)wL)~} + 
“X0 ?lZ=-1 {m-w--Im yl}2+{Re ~1)~ 

+ exp {-C&CO-((‘IYc- 1)~~)s) 

{o+oL+Im yi}2+{Re ~1)~ 1 ’ 
x&J) 1 OJ co--0L 

---= _- 
+ 

X0 2 {o--wL--Imyl}2 +{Re y1j2 

+ 
o+oL 

{o+w+Im yl}2+{Re ~1)~ l- 

2 

-- ,“t CI Cm 
q%n{~+(~- l)OL}) + 

m=-1 {m--oL--Im yl}2+{Re ~1)~ (7.7) 

in which formula 

q%a{-(~- 1bL)) 

+ (o+oL+Im yl}2+{Re ~1)~ 1 

with 

<vZ>~ = Tr [S-, V,] [S+, V-]/fisTr S+S- 

<~4>~ = Tr [S-; V,, ~Y?$~)]z [S+; I/‘-, #‘i’)]$?Tr S+S-. 

From (7.7) we see that for sufficiently high fields, that is for CC)L > CX;~, 
the main absorption line at COL of x”(w) is described by a combination of a 
Lorentzian and Gaussian curve. This function has been extensively used by 
L acroix s) for the description of the absorption lines obtained from the 
experiments. In conclusion it should be noted that the line shape (7.7) 
differs from the one introduced by Lecher and Gorter in formula (6) 
l.c. in that it has extra terms, which are the contributions of the satellite 
lines. 
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